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PRESS RELEASE 

Railway track systems: The market takes a breath – a precise look 

will pay off  

[12th August 2015] The global railway track system market is passing through a 

consolidation. Prospects for manufacturers and service providers are inconsistent. 

Only selected niche markets will see near-term growth before large projects will bring 

new stimuli to the economic situation by the end of the decade – most notably in the 

leading, but currently weak national market of China. These are the constitutive 

arguments in the new MultiClient Study „Railway Track Systems – Global Market 

Trends“ by SCI Verkehr GmbH. 

The global track market’s current volume is approx. EUR 38 billion and will increase by an 

average 2.7% p.a. by the end of the decade. This will add more than 100,000 km of new 

routes (+1,5% p.a. on average) to the existing networks. 

 

Market trends, however, are rather mixed. By the end of 2015, numerous major 

infrastructure developments will reach completion; others of similar size will not be following 

before the end of the decade. Asia, Africa and the Middle East will score the biggest growth 

rates, but North America and Western Europe will remain below average. China, the leading 

global track system market, will continue its consolidation launched in 2012, but stay on a 

high level and return to substantial growth after 2017. Low commodity prices and political 

controversies are influencing new developments and upgrades of freight routes, particularly 

in Australia. 

A notably heterogeneous picture must be drawn in Europe: The German track system 

market maintains its traditional strength and Spain recovers after various consolidations in 

the past, whereas Italy faces extensive stagnation. 
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In this situation, the new market study provides essential orientation. “The generally growing 

market of metro systems, but also several national markets are offering quite good 

prospects”, says Maria Leenen, managing partner at SCI Verkehr GmbH. “Those who look 

at them precisely may record success even in the short term.” 

 

The MultiClient Study „Railway Track Systems – Global Market Trends” is now available 

from SCI Verkehr (www.sci.de) in English language. 
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